
Restaurant

Trapezoidal Platforms
outdoor exhibitions and circulation

Cuboid Main Building
indoor exhibition area and service

Site
cuboid parts are embded in the slope

Vegetation
existing vegetation kept in place

Main Entrance

Viewpoint

Platform with benches offers a view over
the river and the surrounding vegetation

Projection Room

Trapezoidal Platform

walkway to the main entrance and
part of the outdoor exhibition to discover
the existing vegetation

Landing

as lots of tourists visiting the Nile by boat

Main Exhibition Area

the exhibition is regulary themed to give
an overview on ancient egyptian sience

Trapezoidal platform

walkway to the main exhibition areas and part
of the outdoor exhibition to learn about the
ancient agriculture 

Delivery

delivery and employee entrance

Toilets

separated toilets for employees and guests

Conference and Teaching Rooms

Kitchen and Storage Rooms

Office Rooms

Laboratory and Storage

MoAN 1074

Shop

Temporary Exhibition

In the MoAn you will experience the ancient egyptian life through the caracteristic
vegetation and scientific accomplishments the ancient inhabitant processed. 
The main question is How could the advanced egyptian civilization develop?

When arriving to the Museum by boat you have to cross the narrow part of fertile soil 
followed by the highly contrasted transition from the black land (Kemet) to the yellow land (Deschret).
In this area the visitor will get a feeling for the natural vegetation.
The second part is aimed to teach the visitor an understanding of historic agriculture as the farmingThe second part is aimed to teach the visitor an understanding of historic agriculture as the farming
practice was one of the key conditions for the rise of the egyptian empire.
In the main exhibition you will get deeper into the world of ancient egyptian science relating 
to agriculture which is considered to be the basis of historic egyptian wealth and guided them to develop mathematics
and geometry as well as botany and a calendar. 


